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I .  iN F R O D U m O N
Molecules, with conjugated double bonds do not conform to the addiRivlty 
scheme of atomic and bond reiracUona, giving rise to the concept of optical 
exaltation or exaltation of refraction*. The anamolously high refraction of 
such molecules has been ascribed to the delocalized, mobile pi-clcctrons, which 
lequire smaller excitation energies.*'^'* Consideration of the spectroscopic 
aspects of molar refractions has shown that the refraction of the sc para ic 
portions of the molecule results from various absorption bands.''*A ccording 
to the principle of the seperability of sigma and pi-clectrons, the molar refrac'lion 
of a conjugated system can be divided into the refraction of the core, which 
should remain in the additivity scheme and the refraction of the pi-electrons, 
which consist of increments of double bonds and optical exaltation. Corres- 
ptjndingly we have the sigma and pi components of electronic polarizability’ . 
In the present work the relationship between the pi-electronic absorption and 
pi-electronic polarizability has been investigated quantitatively for cis and 
trans-butadiene using molecular orbital wavcfunctions.
2. Details o f  CAi.ruLATioNs
The polarizability in the direction of principal axis of the polarizability 
tensor is given by  ^ :
d x x  (v o )  —  2k
2|4Xx! i^k (E k -E , )
(E , -  Ek)- -  (hvo)"
and the polarizability avaraged over all directions is :
a (vo) =  [ttxx (vo) 4* ttvv (vd) a„ (vo)]
( 1)
( 2)
where (p.x) jk is the transition moment matrix for the transition between the 
energy states characterised by energies Ei and Ek and vo is the frequency 
of the incident electromagneitic radiation. The pi-elec1:ronjc polarizability can 
be calculated from (1) if the appropriate wavefunctions are known.
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In the present work IX A O -S C F  wavefunotons and energies^, for cis and 
trans-butadkne. obtained with 2P t: —Slater atomic orbitals on the four carbon 
atoms and Roothaan’s niethod '^ .^ were used. This gives four best ground 
state molecular orbitals, <pi, <p2 (filled) and tps*. <i>4* (vacant). The excita­
tion of an electron from the molecular orbitals cp, to (p , gives rise to an 
excited state. The energy of the singlet excited state with respect to the 
ground state is given by ;
E  -  E n — ( e , -  E, ) ~  J j
where the e® are the orbital energies and J  jj are tht coulomb itpulsion mtegrals 
over the molecular orbitals.
The orbital transition moment matrix is given by 
M n  ~  < (P i  I y I V j > (3 )
for a transition from molecular orbitals
This can be expressed in terms of atomic orbitals as
M , IL 0  pi C qj X p I y [ X g ^
p.q
(5 )
Where the C ’s are the coefficients of the atomic orbitahs Xp and Xq centered 
on atoms p and q, in the molecular orbitals. The transitiem moment matrix 
element over the atomic orbitals were evaluated using the relation^^.
< X  p l r | X g  >  --- '^2 S p g  (Tp  +  f g  ) (JS)
Where Spq is the overlap integral and Fp and tpure the vectors from the 
origin to p and q respectively.
The planar geometry assumed for the carbon skeletons of cis and trans- 
butadiene, is based on the electron diffraction results of Schomaker and 
Pauling'-.
The experimental value of the Pi-electron polarizability (a ^ ^ )  ® obtained 
by subtracting the bond refractions of the sigma skeleton (R  ) from the<T
experimental molar refraction (R )  and u»ng the relation :
R =  R  -  R  =  V.-, X N a CTT
Where N in the Avogadro number. Bond relraction values of Denbi^^a 
were used for the bonds in the signui skeleton. The value of the pi-electronic 
polarizability ( a  e ir ) thus obtained for butadiene is 28.9 x  10~^. While it 
is not clear whether the experimental value of molar refraction pertains lo 
cis or trans-bultadiene, it is significanit that according to the electron diffraction 
study of butadiene in the vapour slate, it exists almost exclusively in the trans­
form^ .^ Under these circumstances the cxperimcnla! value of pi-electronic 
polarizability (a e ir )  obtained above may be taken to be that of trans­
butadiene.
The theoretical values of pi-ciectronic polarizability evaluated on the above 
basis and the contribution of the various transitions to it arc presented in 
table 1. It can be seen that the. agreement between the theoretical and 
experimental values is quite good.
Table 1.
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Orbital
Transition.
"I heorctical Pi-electronic 
Polariirability x 102^
Experimental Pi-clectronic 
Polarizability X lO^ R
Cis T rans
Butadieric Butadiene
12 5 25 0 —
cp:r->(p4 8.3 0 —
(pi—Xp.-i* 4.3 0 —
3 2 —
Total 25.3 28 2 28 9
3. D is c u s s io n
There arc two extreme configurations of planar huladiene, cis and trans, 
which are distinguished by the geometry around the Cu-C.t bond, belonging to 
the point groups C2 V
C*
\
C .
\
C .
/
C .
C.
Cis-butadiene
CjV
c . /
trans-butadiene
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T h e ground state configuration o f butadiene, ignoring the sigma eiectrons 
is (pr <|)2 .^ There are four excited configurations araang from, one deotron. 
promotions. Excitation to these states giveis rise to fo itf absorpticm bands. 
T h e  symmetry spieces of the excited slates the effect o f sdeotion rule on the 
tra n ^ o n s '”' and the percentage a>nttibution of thete transitions to d ie pi- 
electronic plarizability evaluated on the basis of the present work are presented 
in table 2.
F or trans-butadiene, Uie first transition contributes 8 9 %  to
the pi-eleotronic polarizability while the second transition contributes l l ^ .  
T h is is in conformity with the generally held view that in conjugated molecules 
the longest wavelength conUributitm detennines the pi-etedtronic polarizability. 
T h e two ’A g  do not make any contribution as the traurition moment
matrix elements turns out to be zero. This result is in accordance with the 
prediction of the symmetry selection rules according to which these transitions 
are forbidden.
In the case of cis-butadiene. however, the first 'A i transition makes
only a 50%, contribution to the pi-clectronic polarizability, and the second 
’ Bi! <— 'A i transition only 1% . On the other hand the first 'A j 'A i 
transition contributes as much as 3 2 %  while the seconc? ’ A] <—’A i transition 
makes 17% , So that between them the two ’A , <— 'A j transitions account 
for almost half o f the pi-elcctronic polariziability. This result is significant 
in view of the fact that these transitions are expected to be weak’ '* and are 
liable to be underemphasised or even ignored in the context of polarizability 
considerations.
Thoretical calculations" as well as the experimental evidence^ indicates 
that trans-butadicne is more stable than the cis form , lit is interesting to note 
that the energetically more stable isomer, trans-butadiene, has higher polarizabi- 
Ihy compared to cis-butadiene. The possible relationship between stability 
and polarizability, for geometrical isomers, needs to  be further ex,{dored.
4. Conclusion
The relationship between optical absorption and electronic polarizability 
has been quantitatively investigated. The pi-electronic polarizability for buta­
diene has been calculated in good agreement with experimental value and the 
contribution o f various transitions to the electronic polarizability has been 
evaluated. The present results seem to enoouragie the use the d l^ r s io n  
formula for polarizability calculations for molecules, provided good quality
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wavcfunotions are used. It must however be remembered that tiansitiofis to  
the continuous, as  well as to the disaeite energy states musit be induded in 
the summations and that the effect of continua is diificult to esitimaite^ .^
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